
 

 

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS-ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP 

FORM AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP 

 

 

 

1. What is Associate Membership?  

Answer: Associate Membership is the first level membership of Nature’s Beckon. You will be 

considered associated with the NGO. Permanent Membership will be provided only after training 

and workshops. You will be intimated in due course to follow the next steps. We hope you will stay 

connected with us and come out as an invaluable part of the conservation movement and 

philosophy.  

 

2. How do I stay connected with Nature’s Beckon?  

Answer: You may keep an eye on our Facebook Page. You may also email us at 

membernaturesbeckon@gmail.com 

 

3.  Is filling out the Online Associate Membership form and Offline Associate Membership form any 

different?  

Answer: No. It is the same. Online form is same as offline form. You may submit either in online or 

offline mode. 

 

4. Is filling out each section of the online form compulsory?  

 

Answer. The Sections Marked with a red asterisk (*) such as                                                                

Name, Email ID, Phone/Mobile No., Full Address, District, State, Country, Pin/Zip Code, Age Group, 

Profession, Area of Interest, Languages spoken, Can you read Assamese fluently?,  Signature, Oath 

and Declaration is compulsory. 

 

The sections not marked with a red asterisk () such as 

Parents/Guardian’s Name, WhatsApp Number (Recommended though), DOB, Institute/Department, 

Photo is optional. You may or may not fill them up.  
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5. How do I upload my signature?  

Answer: The easiest way to upload a signature is to write your signature clearly on a piece of paper. 

Then keep the paper in a well-lit environment and click a photo using your mobile phone or camera. 

You may crop the image to the portion of the paper where your signature is. Then upload the 

signature in the form. Click-→ Add File→ Select Files from your Device.  

It must be noted that the photo you upload must be below 10 MB Size. It is recommended that you 

upload the least possible size (The smaller the photo size, the better it is for us).  

It must also be noted that the signature should be legible (as much as possible).  

The signature(photo) upload process might be slightly different from device to device.  

 

6. Whenever I upload my photo- the message ‘Maximum Size exceeded’ appears. Why? 

 

Answer: This is because the photo you uploaded has exceeded the size of 10 MB. The maximum size 

of uploading a photo is 10 MB. You will have to reduce the size of the image and upload again.  

 

7. The message- ‘This is a required question’ appears. What does it mean? 

Answer: It means that it is compulsory to fill that section of the form.  

 

8. The message at the beginning of the form- ‘The name and photo associated with your Google 

account will be recorded when you upload files and submit this form. Not youremailid@gmail.com? 

Switch account   appears. What does it mean/What should I do? 

 

Answer: You do not have to do anything. This is an automated message from ‘Google’. It just means 

that the signature (or photo) picture you submit will also be stored in your account’s ‘Google Drive’.  

 

9. What will happen after I submit my associate membership form?  

Answer: You will be registered with Nature’s Beckon as an associate member. The next steps will be 

intimated in due course of time. It is advised that you keep an eye on the Nature’s Beckon Facebook 

Page 

 

10. Where can I learn more about Nature’s Beckon?  

There are many ways you can learn more about Nature’s Beckon. Some of these ways  are- 

(a) Visit our Website: naturesbeckon.org 
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(b) You may visit and keep an eye on our Facebook Page. Updates and posts are often posted 

there.   

(c) There are numerous articles and research papers on Nature’s Beckon and their work. You 

may find them in the internet.  

(d) There are various articles, papers, books which you will find in the offline market.  

(e) You may learn more about the organization from the organization’s members who have 

been associated with Nature’s Beckon and conservation movement since a long time.  

 

11.  I have some more doubts regarding the filling up of associate membership forms. Where should 

I contact?  

Answer: You may Email at: membernaturesbeckon@gmail.com  

               

                                Or Contact:  Novanita Sharma (7005102380) 

                                                       Joydeep Shil (8638398407) 

                                                       Kankana Das (6001233566)  

                                         Akashdeep (7086889514)  
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